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any physical educators find assessment a very uncomfortable prospect. Assessing tlwir students on 
a regular basis can be overwhelming, and therefore some physical education teachers avoid or resist 

implementing any type of assessment system. How can student assessment be more palatable for 
physical educators? What needs lo be done and who needs to do it? This article will describe the 
basic principles of assessment and discuss strategies for helping physical educators become more 
comfortable in the process of student assessment. 

Basic Principles of Assessment 
Student assessments should be an integral part of the instructional process {Anderson & Goode, 
1997; Desrosiers, Genet-Volet, & Godbout, 1997; Grehaigne, Go<lboul, & Bouthier, 1997; Sieclentop, 
1991). Assessment should provide teachers with ongoing information about the students' levels of 

performance, how the students are progressing towards the lesson objective or unit outcomes, the 
effectiveness of the lesson or unit of instruction, and, finally {and one might argue least important), 
the information to give a grade. In order for assessments lo provide this type and volume of informa
tion, assessments must occur throughout the learning process. They should be considered a means 
to the end rather than the encl itself. Assessments should be used as a tool for the student to reach 
the end (objectives/outcomes), as well as a tool for the teacher lo help the student reach that end. 
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Ac·cording to Doolittle (1996), assessmt>nt is any planned tech

nique ust>d to judge, measure, or diagnose achievement. The 

instructor, as well as tht> student, can use the evidence for a variety 

of purposes, including planning for future learning. Assessment 

can be ust>d to identify performance problems. However, many 

teachers associate assessment with tests and report card grades 

(Veal, 1993). Confusion between evaluation and assessment 

often 1iegates the positive outcomes of assessment. According 

to Wuest and Lombardo (1994), evaluation is "the process of 

collecting information and data about student performance in 

order to judge the worth of the accomplishments" (p. 229). Too 

often, evaluation is associated with one-shot testing at the end of 

a unit after teaching has been completed (Veal, 1993). 

In order for physical educators to know how their instruction affects 

student learning, they must implement an effective assessment 

system that provides ongoing information about knowledge and 

performance. If assessments are to provide physical educators 

with information about student progress or teaching effectiveness, 

the end only, or beginning and end, time frame does not allow 

the teacher (or student) to use that information to improve per

formance. A 1~ore effective choice is to integrate the assessments 

into the students' learning experiences and use them to enhance 

those experiences. Assessments often are not considered a posi

tive addition to a lesson, but if approached in a practical and an 

appropriate way, they should not take away from instructional or 

learning time but rather add to it. Additionally, assessment that is 

integratt>d into the learning process can increase accountability 

and raise current standards in physical education. Supervisors 

and physical education directors should encourage physical 

education teachers to use assessment techniques. What follows 

are some basic principles that might help physical educators 

determine whether a particular assessment can be integrated into 

a learning experience in their classes and provide them with the 

information they want and need (Johnson, 2005): 

• The assessmt>nt task allows the students the opportunity to 

demonstrate what they know or are able to do in an authentic 

t>nvironment. 

• The assessment task is integrated into and enhances the 

learning experience, which provides students with multiple 

opportunities to demonstrate their skill or knowledge. 

• The whole class should be engaged in a learning task when 

the assessment takes place. 

• The teacher can record the information in a meaningful and 

efficient way (with or\\ ithout the use of technology). 

The assessment task allows the students the opportunity lo dem

onstrate what they know or are able to do in mi authentic environ-
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men/. Authentic assessments occur in a real-life setting rather 

than a contrived, artificial environment (Veal, 1993). The nature 

of the real-life setting creates an environment that contributes 

to observable behavior and relies on the professional analyses 

and judgments of the teacher (National Association for Sport and 

Physical Education, 2005). The students' developmental level 

determines the complexity level of that environment. 

According to Veal (1993), authentic assessment "enhances stu

dent learning by providing feedback that results in a change in 

Assessments often are not 
considered a positive addition to a 
lesson, but if approached in a 
practical and an appropriate way, 
they should not take away from 
instructional or learning time 
but rather add to it. 

instructional strategies" (p. 96). Doolittle (1996) suggested that 

adding new authentic assessment techniques to an instructional 

unit does not mean ending the unit with a skills and rules test. 

In order to implement outcomes-based programs in the physical 

education curriculum, assessment must be reexamined. The 

establishment of clear, concise objectives and standards can aid 

in justifying programs and provides accountability for the student, 

teacher, and school system (Veal, 1993). According to Lund 

(1992), a student who is required to demonstrate and integrate 

skills into real-life settings will be able to master a skill. When 

mastery is achieved, the student will be prepared to take charge 

of future leisure time and fitness decisions (Veal, 1993). In order 

to prepare the student for the future, she or he must learn how 

to become an accurate evaluator of personal skill development 

and fitness needs. If the participation in an assessment task is 

not valuable or valued, most likely it will not become an integral 

part of the teaching and learning process. 

The assessment task is integrated into and enhances the Leaming 

experience, which provides sllldents with multiple opportunities 

to demonstrate their skill or knowledge. Assessments should be 

embedded into the instructional task or unit and should not take 

away from instructional or learning time. When thinking about 

the assessment task, it is important to focus on the objectives 

of the lesson or unit and align the assessment task with those 

objectives. Rather than creating a separate assessment task, the 
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physical educator i:,hould think ahout tlw learning tasks that an· 
usrd to develop thr skills or conC'epts and integrate th<' assrssmrnt 
into those learning tasks. The learning task should already be 

alignrd to the objectives, and studt>nls should have had multiplt> 
opportunities to develop th performance expectations. As a 
result, students will have tlw best opportunity to demonstrate 
what tlwy know or are:> ablr to do. 

The 11!/wle class should be engaged in a Leaming /ask when the 
assessment takes place. Performan<'e in physiC'al education is by 
nature very public. So, unlike taking a test in math or science, 

assessment in physical education can also hr very publil'. Because 
of this, physical educators must be very careful not to make the 
asst>ssment task a ont>-pt>rson performance in front of classmalt>s. 
Assessme:>nl ean takr plact• efficiently and effectivl:'!y in a setting 

where tilt' class is actively engaged in activity while an individual 
student is, or a group of students an., bring assessed. 

The teacher can record !he injormation in a. meaningful mu! 

ef.licient way (with or willwut the use of Jecluwlog;). In ordrr 
for an assessment to lie efficient and effeC'live, therr must be a 
practical way to reconl the results of student performance:> in the 
assessment task. This may be done using traditional methods 

or. as many professionals today do, using a personal digital 
assistant (PDA). 

Strategics for and Examples of Integrating 

Assessments into Physical Education Instruction 

Following are two examples of learning ar·tivitirs/assessment tasks 
that demonstrate pffectivr means of integrating assessments into 
learning experiences. Included in the descriptions arc stratrgies to 
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implement ancl way to record the results of the samr assrssment

one using a papt>r and rwncil and the other using a PDA. 

Example #1: Assessment/Learning Task, Grade 5: Students 

participate in a 3 v ~ small game of baskrtball using modif-it>d 
basketi,. The focus is on dribbling whilr traveling in a game srt
ting. To maximize drihhling, students must dribble into an open 

spa('r prior to passing to a trammate. A targt>t on the wall is used 
instead of a baske:>t lo allow for the optimal use of spact'. Students 
arr pre-grouped so that the recording chart is µredesigned. The 

teachrr watches each game for a predetermined time (three-fivr 
minutes) before moving to the nrxt group. The teaeher uses a key 
with simple rt>corcling notations (hand or PDA) rvery time a student 

has the opportunity to drihhle the basketball. If this assessment is 
to bt· used to determine the students' currrnt level of performanc·e, 
thr scores can he avernge<l (mean) or looked at for frequrnc·y (mode) 
of prrformante at a particular level. Either way, tht' teachrr will 

gf'I good information about the students' performance levels. This 
assessment task can hr used as a pre-assessment and for multiple 
times throughout the length of the unit to provide information on 

stu<lent lt•arning and lt>acher effectiveness. 

Example#2: Learning/Assessment Task, Grade 1: The teadlt'r 

has designed an obstacle course that includrs movement chal
lengt>s in addition to the identified locomotor skills. One section 
is desigiwd as the "assessmrnt section" that allows the teaC'her 
to observe the entire class while assrssing the sturlrnts as they 

go through that section. Othrr challenges in tlw course eould 
include over/under. around, through, rt>viPw of other skills not 
heing assessf'd. et<·. The teacl1t>r C'hanges the skill assesst>d 
after all studt>nls have 1·omplett>d a partirnlar skill. During this 



assessmf'nt, all studi>nts are active anti thi>y have the opportunity 
to continue to develop and improvf' skills. · 

The recording form woulcl look similar to the one used in Table #1. 

The teacher would pre-group the students so as a group comes to 
the assessment station, the teaeher already will have their names 
listed togethf'r for more efficient recording. The criteria would 

bt> based on the particular skill being assessed. Skill criteria 
are available from a variety of professional rf'sour<"es. If a PDA 
is available, the recording form aml criteria can be put in Excel, 
providing the same results after data is inputted. 

Conclusion 

Creating assessmf'nts during the preplanning proct>ss, record
ing the information cluring authentic· lf'arning experienees, and 

using the results to improve the effectiveness of our teaching may 
help physical educators to feel more comfortable about assess
ment. A good assessment process not only <"an provide you with 

information you need for reporting purposes, but it will help you 
organize your learning experienees in a progressive and focused 
way. Some may think this is a form of "teaching to the test," 
but we woulcj rather look al it as "testing what we teach." It is 
important to determine what you will assess early in the planning 
process, but that decision should he base<l on what you think 
is important for your students to learn. Therf'fore, the learning 
tasks are designed to provide adequate and appropriate practice 
to enhance student learning. We then emphasize what we believe 

is important by assessing student progress, not only to report but 
also to improve the effectiveness of our teaching. 
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